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Alternative wording: sharing economy, the gig economy, the peer-to-peer platforms, 
the multi-sided platforms, crowd-working etc.

• (some) Advantages:

o open up new markets for consumers and producers/suppliers; increase mobility and market reach;

o reduce frictions and improve matching in the labour market; 

o promote more equitable consumption, by enabling more efficient use of underutilized resources 
(e.g. cars & houses, goods, even time and skills);

• (some) Disadvantages:

o precarious employment conditions; lack of safety net and social protection elements for the 
crowd-workers; risks fall mainly on workers.

o mostly unregulated markets; legal settlements can be costly; regulators can be slow to respond; 
tax avoidance.

Overview



Overview (cont.)
• (some) Tradeoffs:

o From firms’ perspective: benefits from reduced labour costs from crowdsourcing vs. 
benefits from coordination of the decision-making process and direct monitoring (Hagiu
and Wrigth, 2015)

o From worker’s perspective: (1) flexibility vs. security  (see disadvantages)

o From worker’s perspective: (2) virtual self vs. real self

• Credibility and reputation are built in different ways.

• While commitment (attachment to an organization and its values; depends on structure of 
ownership) is more important for the real self, network is more important for the virtual self; 

• Possible consequences on some behavioral characteristics e.g. change the way people interact; 

• Most platforms use a Ratings-and-Review (R&R) system, which has its own biases; others 
provide some forms of insurance (UBER, Airbnb)



Tradables vs. nontradables

The gig economy generally provides services (sometimes also goods), but 
there is an interesting analogy we can make in terms of tradables-like and 
nontradables. 

• Microtasks provided by Amazon Mturk, Taskrabbit = tradables

• Services like UBER, Airbnb, Slivers-of-time = nontradables

• The “technology” behind producing/delivering tradables could be less profitable 
than the “technology” behind nontradables - where providers need to supply 
more empathy, emotional content, personal contact etc.

=> might lead to higher relative prices for nontradables over the long term (Baumol disease)



Low vs. Medium vs. High-skills

Digital work can lead to renewed labour market polarization:

• Low-skilled tasks in UBER involve non-routine activities

• Medium-skilled tasks (e.g. in click-tasks and microtasks)

• High-skilled tasks involve creative work, e.g. design platforms & creative 
crowd-work like 99design.com, testbirds.com



Research challenges
• Research challenge: data to adequately measure the size of the gig economy

• Research challenge: analyse cross-country spillovers; policy coordination vs. 
country-specific policies – what labour market outcomes in each case?
o need to agree that a EU-wide response is necessary because the market for Digital 

Economy is pan-European, meaning risks + costs + benefits need to be shared (i.e. 
important spillovers exist) 

o Common/European Unemployment Scheme feasible? See Sebastian Dullien (2012) & 
Laszlo Andor (2015). Similar proposals?

• (Research) Challenge: highly flexible but insecure employment; the tradeoff 
here being: flexibility vs. security
o Introduce Universal Income (e.g. FI, NL, CA experiments and proposals) 

o Or provide top quality public services like education/training; health and pensions.



Policy challenges
• Challenge: the unregulated nature of the new platforms and marketplaces:

o Reduce risks for consumers: better regulation/licensing; data protection and online 
privacy; build consumers’ trust and safety.

o Allow/facilitate crowd-workers to organize themselves and voice their concerns;

o legal obstacles: define crowd-workers status & the platforms’ status in national 
legislation; ILO, WTO supervision?

• Challenge: tax avoidance (which means less public financial resources)

o Airbnb offer to collect hotel-like taxes from hosts and then redistribute

o WTO overseeing negotiations: taxing e-trade (in tangible and intangible goods) by 
the importing country while the exporting country provides information (Chen & 
Smekal 2009, in Progress in Development Studies)



Possible causes behind the rise in digital work

• Technological progress => 
generates new platforms, 
ecosystems and marketplaces

• Globalization => firms want to 
reduce the pool of workers with 
whom they share rents

• Recent economic crisis => lack of 
better employment opportunities

Source: Katz and Krueger 2015


